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ABSTRACT

A recurring problem in image processing is the detec-

tion of known shapes in digit.ized pictures" In theory, the

problem can be solved by scanning the whole image to find
aIl subsets of pixels that are close to particular features.

However, the computation required actually prohibits this
method" A nevr procedure with greatly improved efficiency in

this area was presented by P"V.C.Hough and titled the Hough

Lransform. This thesis has developed some nelr techniques to

apply the Hough transform as a filtering procedure to
extract interesting features from noisy binary images and

outdoor scenes.

Quantitative comparisons between the performance of the

Hough transform approach and that of the Median filter are

made in this thesis. The comparison results strongly support

the opinion that the Hough transform procedure is able to be

employed as a specific feature filter to search and extract

desired shapes from noisy images.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUETTON

There are many industrial, medical, remote sensing and

other apprications where it is necessary to extract objects

of known shape from digital images" Àn interesting and com-

pletely new approach in this area v¡as introduced by

P.V.C.Hough[1J in 1962, named the Hough transform. Hough's

algorithm was based on a slope-intercept parameterization of

Iines and was initially developed for the detection of

straight 1ines. In 1972, the technique was further improved

by Duda and Hart [2] through the use of the angle-radius
parameterization. Duda and Hart suggested that their Hough

transform Iine detection approach could be extended to
detect other curves. As an example, they considered detect*
ing the family of all circles having centers in the same

retina by choosing a parametric represention a-b-c, where a

and b are the Cartesian coordinates of the center point of a

circle and c the radius. since then, considerable research

on the Hough transform has been conducted. Kimme et al-"l27l

increased its efficiency and used it for the detection of

chest tumors in 1975, In 1978, Tsuj i and Matsumoto [28]

adapted it for the detection of elIipses" Ballard[6] pre-

sented how to use it for the detection of general shapes

1-



with developed compuLational efficiency in 1 981 "
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More

recently, Krishnapuram and Casasent [5] suggested a new

approach. This approach, by using the basic Hough transform

defined for straight rines to estimate the scare, transra-
tion and rotation distortion parameters of an input test
object, is capable of multi-cIass object discrimination and

multiple-distortion object recognition.

However, the research mostly has been based on man-made

noise f ree images and few attempts v¡ere made to images

degraded with noise" This is partly because of the reasons

that Duda and Hart have pointed out. severar problems have

limited the utility of the Hough transform. First, finer
quantization in the Hough space gives better resolution, but

increases the computation time and exposes the problem of

clustering entries corresponding to nearly colrinear points.
Secondly, the Hough transform procedure finds collinear
points without regard to contiguity. Related problems are

that the position of a best-fit line can be distorted by the

presence of unrelated figure points in another part of the

picture, while meaningless groups of collinear points are

detected "

In this thesis, an attempt is made to solve the above

mentioned problems. Àlso, as an extension of the Hough

transform technique, the thesis has made an effort to apply

the Hough transform as a filtering procedure to extract spe-

cific known features from noisy images.
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There are three major sections in the thesis. The

first section is composed of Chapter Ii and Chapter III. In

Chapter II, the edge detection problem, which is a prerequi-

site f.or the Hough transform technique, is reviewed. Chapter

III gives a fundamental description of the Hough transforma-

tion"

The second section contains one chapter (Chapter IV) "

As mentioned above, it is a nev¡ endeavor to employ the Hough

transform for extracting known shape from images degraded

with noise. To accomplish this, some problems have to be

solved before the Hough transform technique can be applied

as the filtering procedure. Chapter IV wiIl discuss these

problems and present some new results"

The last section of the thesis, which consists of Chap-

ter V and Chapter VI, presents the results concerning the

Hough transform as the filtering procedure. In this section,

the Hough transform filter is applied to artificial images

involving different types of noise. Some outcomes relating
to straight Iine extraction of outdoor scenes are also pre-

sented" In Chapter V, a comparison is made between the per-

formance of the Hough transform filter and that of the Medi-

an filter" The Median filter is commonly considered as one

of the best filters to remove impulse noise from imagesllTl "

Concluding remarks and

ments for further research

Chapter VI I "

suggestions on possible improve-

in this field are presented in



In this thesis,
4

a new displaying package was developed

based on the xerox 8700 printer. The nev¡ routine displays
each image pixel by employing 64 smarr dots rather than

striking characters severar times. Therefore, it offers
higher resorution and better guarity in image dispraying.
The details and programs about this package are presented in
Appendix A. Appendix B includes alr the computer programs

for the research"



Chapter If
EDGE DETECTTON

Edges are primitive features of an image that are wide-

ly used in image understanding and pattern recognition sys-

tems to outline the boundaries of objects. An edge may be

defined as the boundary between .two adjacent regions in an

image, with each region homogeneous within itself, but dif-
ferent from the other with respect to some given local prop-

erty.

Edge detection is an important operation in a number of

image processing applications. It is hard to over emphasize

the importance of edge detection in image understanding.

Most modules in a conceivable vision system directly or

indirectly depend on the performance of the edge detector"

The usual aim of edge detection is to locate the boundaries

of objects of interest.

There are two basic image edge detection approaches:

the enhancement-thresholding method and the edge fitting
method" This thesis will base on the former st.rategy. In

the enhancement-thresholding method, discontinuities in an

image characteristic are enhanced or accentuated by some

spatial operators, if the enhanced discontinuities are suf-

5



ficiently large greater than a given

the edges are deemed to be present.

6

threshold level

The edge enhancement-thresholding edge detect ion
approach is described in Fig"2-1 " In this method, the dis-
crete image array F(irk) is spatiar-ry processed by a set of
N linear operators or mask= Hi(j,k) to produce a set of gra-
dient funciions

(j,k) = F( l ,k)*Hí(j,k)G.
L

where * represents a two-dimensional spatial
tion. Then, at each pixeI, the gradient functions
bined by a linear or nonlinear point operator (< >>

an edge enhanced array

À( j,k) = u Gi( l ,k) )>

A&"a¡

c onvolu-

are com-

to create

E0.a¡
F(',e¡

Fig" 2-1 . Edge
edge

f
I

Ë@
E@ed

.A¡Tsy

enhancemen t -threshold i ng
detection system
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Ogerø
ryN(¡.k¡
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An edge decision is made on the basis of the amplitude

of A(j,k) with respect to a threshold(t)" If

A( j,k)

an edge is assumed present, and if

À( j,k)

no edge is indicated.

The differential operators perform differentiation of

an image array to produce a gradient field. This group

includes the Roberts [ 14] , prewitt [1 5] , and Sobe1 [1 6] opera-

tors. Among them, the 3X3 Sobel edge detector is considered

one of the best edge detection operators in the 3X3 pixel
differential class[13], and is chosen for this research.

Consider the 3X3 image region:

Def ine Gx as Gx = ( g+2h+i ) - (a+2b+c )

and Gy as Gy = (c+2f+i)-(a+2d+g)

where Gx represents an estimate of, the derivat.ive in

the x direction. Similar1y, Gy is an estimate of the deriv-
ative in the y direction"

a b c

d e f

I h I



I
i-For computational simplicity, a magnitude point nonl

nearity is employed to produce an edge enhanced array

A(j,k) = lcx(j,k) l+lcy(¡,x,) |

The final resurt of detection is a binary picture, pix-
el-s deemed to be on an edge having the varue one, alr ot.hers

having the value zero.

The serection of the threshold greatly affects the

nature of the edge images. rn this thesis, the optimum

thresholds vrere found experimentally for each processed

images.

some of the. difficulties in edge detection are caused

by noise in the image. For improving the resurts of edge

detection in noisy images, a substantial effort has been

made to find filters that courd both remove noise and pre-
serve edges in the meantime.

rn this thesis, an endeavor is made to utirize the

Hough transformation[1] as a post filtering technique to
improve edge detection results by removing impurse noise and

keeping edges in the edge detected images.
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Chapter fII
F{OUGH TR.ENSFORM

TNTRODUCTION

suppose we are given n points in an image and v¡e are

to find subsets of these points rying on straight
. one practical approach is to find alr subsets of
s that are crose to particurar lines. However, the com-

ion required for n points is approximatery proportional
, and may be prohibitive for large n.

This probrem courd be viewed in a different direction
with an approach proposed by p.v.c.Hough, which is commonly

referred to as the Hough transformation. The Hough transform
technique ll ,21 ¡ âs suggested originally, is a method for
detecting straight line segments in an input digitized
image" In the simplest case, the picture contains binary
gray Ievels, black image pixels lying on a white background

or vice versa. over the past decade, the Hough transform
technique has been efficiently extended to the detection of
parametric curves in images other than that of straight
l-ines. with the appearance of more powerful computers, the
technique hopefully wirl pray a more important role in the
search and det.ection of specific feat.ures from images.

-9
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3.2 PARAMETER SPACE AND TMAGE SPACE

Consider a point (*r,Ar) and the general equation of a

straight Iine in slope-intercepL f orm , U;: o,æ,; { b . There is
an inf inite number of lines that pass t.hrough (*r,y.), but arl
of them satisfy the equation !¿:øæ;+ó.for varying values of
a and b" However, if the equation U;:aæ¿*b is rewritten as

b: -æ;a*y;, and considered in the ab prane(arso called the
parameter space), then the equation of a singre line for a

f ixed pair (*rryr) can be obtained. Furthermore, a second

poin t (r¡,a¡) will arso have a rine in the parameter space

associated with it, and this rine wirl intersect the line
associated with (rr,yr) at (a'rb'), where as is the slope and

bo the intercept of the I ine containing both (rr,yr) and (r¡rA¡)

in the xy plane. rn fact, a1l points on this line wirr have

lines in Lhe parameter space that intersect at (a'rb').
These concepts are illustrated in Fig.3-1.

Fi9.3-1"
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À problem with using the equation y: o.æ +b to represent

a line is that. both the slope and intercept approach inf ini-
ty as the line approaches a vertical position. This diffi-
culty can be avoided by employing the normal representation
of a Line, which may be parametricalry demonstrated in
Fig. 3-2, as

æcos9*ys,in?*p ( 3-1 )

whe re

and 0

p

is

is the normal distance of the line from the origin
the angle of the origin with respect to the x axis.

Fig. 3-2.

with (3-1), however, the points on a line correspond to
an inf inite number of sinusoidar curves in the 0 - p plane

rather than stra iqht I ines.

The range of angle 0 is from 0o to 190o, measured with
respect to the x axis. Thus with reference to Fig.3-2, a

horizontal line has d: g0o, with p being equal to the posi-
tive y intercept. Similarly, a vertical line has d:0o, with
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p being equal to the positive x intercept, ar 0:1g0o, with p

being egual to the negative x intercept.

some interest i ng propert ies of the po i nt -to-curve
transformation are summarized as follows[2]:

Propertv 1, À point in the picture plane corresponds

to a sinusoidal curve in the parameter plane.

ProÞerty 2. A point in the parameter plane corresponds

to a straight line in the picture plane.

Properties 1 and 2 are obvious and no proofs are pre-

sented here.

Property 3. Points lying on the same straight line in
the picture plane correspond to curves through a common

point in the parameter plane"

Proof:

Suppose there are two arbitrarypoints (r,,Ar) and (u¡,g¡) lying on the
straightlineg:aælb.

So, we have

!;:ttæ;*b (1)

Aj:aæj*b (2)

Solve (1) and (2), 
" 

and å' can be described by

A;-gì^--
ú7

, æiaj - æ¡A;

út *J

(3)

(4)
and
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In the Hough 6pace, (rr,Ar) and (c;,y¡) correspond to two curves by
applying p : æcos| { gsin|

P:æ;cosq*gsin;0

P:ajcosq*ysin¡ï

solve (5) and (6) to find the conunon point of two curves in the
sPace.

From (5) and (6),

(5)

(6)

Hough

So we have

and

By using (7), we have

sin20 :

sinz 0

Since0{01r, si,nï}0,

So, sin? can be represented by

x¡cos0 * A;sinï : æjcos? * y¡sinï

. æi_æjtanï :
A¡-A;

tan| : -!a

0 : tan-|(-ll")

(7)

(8)

tanz0

1

:

* tan20

1

a2 +1

1
st¡l,U : ----

t/az + 7
(e)
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On

Fix æs and 96, then
say (p;,d¿) and (p¡,0¡),

the other hand, from (5) and (6), we have

æjp: æ;æ¡cosq ! æ¡y;sing

æ¿p: æ¿æ¡cosq * æ;a;sinq

(10 )

(11 )

p-

using the result of (a)

So, p is described by

Ja'z +r (12)

Hence, we have proved that the common point of two curves in the
parameter plane, which correspond to points (rrryr) and (c¡,3/¡) in the
picture plane, is (bl1/62 ¡ 1,tøn-L(-I la)). Becamse all points lying on the
straight iine g : ar * å have the same ø and ó, so, the corresponding curves
in the Hough space pass through a common point.

æigj - æjA; 
sinT

ri-æj

P : bsin9

p-

Propertv 4" Points lying on

parameter plane correspond to Iines
in the picture plane"

Proof:

the same curve in the

through the same point

: æocos9 I yssinï,two arbitrary points on curve p
present the foilowing equations:

pi:æocos9;¡gssinï;

pj:æocosî¡*yssin9¡

(13)

(14)

Next we consider two straight lines in the picture plane which corre-
spond to two points (pr,0t) ard (p¡,0¡) in the parameter space.
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P;:
pj:

æcosï; I ysinî;

x,cosï¡ * ysin?¡

(1 5)

( 16)

Because eqns (15) and (16) are linear equations, only one point of in-
tersection exists (when 0, * 0¡), therefore point (ro,go) is the only com-
mon point of the two straight lines in the picture plane. So, all points on
p : æocos0 * yssin? in the parameter space correspond to the straight lines
which pass through the poini (ro,Ar) in the picture plane.

Applying above resulLs, the probtem of detecting colti-
near figure points in the image space may be carried out
with significantry improved computationar efficiency in the
parameter space.

The computationar attractiveness of the Hough transform
emerges from quantizing the 0 - p domain into accumulator
cells, as illustrated in Fig.3-3"

Fis.3-3
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where (0^o,r0*;,) and (p*o,rp-;n) are the expected ranges of 0 and

P values. The cell at coordinaLes(irj), with accumulator

value À( i rj ) , corresponds to the sguare associated with

parameter space coordinates(d;,p;). tnitiallyo these cells are

set t,o zeÊo" Then, f or every point (rr,yx) in the image plane,

the parameter S is set at egual to each of the allowed sub-

division values on the 0 aNis and p is solved for with the

equa t. i on P : ærcos| * ypsi.ng " Then the resulting p's are

rounded off to the nearest allowed quantized value in t,he p

axis" If a choice of 0, results in solution Pc , the value in

accumulator À(prq) is increased by one, À(puq)=¡(p¡q)+1 " At,

the end of this procedure, a value of M in À(irj) corre-

sponds to M points which lie on the line pj: æcos0;*ysi,n0; in

the xy plane" The larger cell counts coincide with the

greater possibility that collinear figure points may be fit-
ted by a straight Iine with the (0,p) parameters" The accura-

cy of the coLlinearity of these points is established by the

number of subdivisions in the t-p plane"

Fig.3-a shows the transformation of a straight line
between the image and the parameter space. Fig.3-4(a) shows

the line in the image space" Fig"3-a(b) presents the loci
of the parameter Iines, whicir were generated by edge pixels

in Fig"3-4(a), in the Hough space. Fig"3-a(c) is parts of

corresponding accumulator ceIls. In Fig"3-4(c), accumulat.or

À(60,120) has the maximum value 118" It indicates that there

are 118 edge pixels lying on the line æcos60o *ysi'n60" :120"
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(a)

p

(57 ,117 )
(c)

Fig.3-4 (a)rhe original image, (b)uapping image in the Houghspace, (c)parts of accumulator ceIls.-

It is clear that the generaJ- transform approach can be

extended to curvers other than straight 1ines. For example,
the attention is focused on circle detection in images. rn
cartesian coordinates, a circle is described by

(b)

0 0 0 0 11 30 19

0 0 0 0 58 26 11

0 0 0 0 46 9 0

0 0 4 1i8 3 0 0

1 9 49 0 0 0 0

13 29 52 0 0 0 0

21 29 13 0 0 0 0

(x-a)2 + (y-¡)z = r2 (3-2)
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For each edge pixel, if it is to l_ie on a circle, the

locus for the parameLers of the circle will be a right cir-
curar cone which is shown in Fig.3-5. This can be seen from

equation (3-2) by treating x and y as fixed and retting a,

b, and r vary.

Fi9"3-5

In the image space, if a set of edge pixel_s in an image

are arranged on a circle with parameters âor bo and for the

resultant loci of parameters for each such point wirl pass

through the same point (ao,borro) in the parameter space.

with a procedure similar to the case of straight 1ines,

a three-dimensionar array of accumulators is emproyed to
represent the three-dimensional parameter space. Each edge

pixel in the image space is transformed to a right circurar
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(a)

b

(61,61)

Fig.3-6 (a)e circle with
image in the Hough space.

a

image space. (U)ttapping
accumulator ce1ls.

(b)

(c)

r=19 in the
(c )Parts of

cone in the a-b-r space and the corresponding accumurator,
say À(aerbprro), is increased. Àfter all pixels are trans-
formed, a value of M in À(aorborro) corresponds to M points
in the xy plane lying on the circle

4 7 3 4 3 7 4

11 I 7 4 7 I 11

9 17 20 10 20 17 9

19 21 39 82 39 21 19

9 16 23 20 23 16 9

11 I 9 4 9 I 11

4 I 3 4 3 I 4

(x-ao)2 + (y-bo)2 = to2 (3-3)
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Àn example is given in Fig.3-6 t.o explain the above

conception. Fig.3-6(a) shows a circle in the image space

with its centre at a=64, b=64 and r=19. Fig.3-6(b) irrus-
trates the mapping of the circle in Lhe Hough space with
fixed r=19 r say H(a,b,1 9) . In Fig" 3-6 (b) , it can be seen

that Lhe roci of parameters for each edge pixel passed

through Lhe same point (64,64r19) in the Hough space. parts

of accumulator celrs are displayed in Fig.3-6(c). The value

of accumulator A(64164,19) is 82, it means that there are gz

edge pixels lying on the circle (x-64)2+(y-6+)2=192 in the

image space.

In principle, the Hough transform method can be extend-

ed to arbitrary curves" rt onry asks to pick a convenient
parameterization for the famiiy of curves of interest and

proceed in the obvious vray.



Chapter IV

PREITMTÞ{ARIES A}qD SUPPORTT¡üG REST'LTS

& "1 LOGTC MATC!{ING

One of the problems associated with the Hough transform

technique is that a uniform point (0,p) of the parameter

space results in nonuniform inverse curves in the image

space. The connected problem is that the Hough transform

approach finds the collinear pixels without regard to their
continuity. Consider a straight line in the image space.

The Hough transform maps each single edge pixeì. on the line
of the image space to a point (0,p) , say H(0,p), in the

Hough space by applying (3-1). The edge pixels lying on the

same straight l ine wi Lt be mapped to the same point H(0,,p) 
"

Àt the end of the procedure, the value of accumulator

A(0srpo) eguates to M means that M edge pixels lie on the

straight line

Po:æcos9o*gsin1s (4-1)

in the image space. However, (4-1) does not give any infor-
mation about which parts of the line the M edge pixels lie
on. Three cases are shown in Fig.4-1 to explain t.he above

conception.' Fig.4-1 (a), (d) and (g) are three different

-21



(a)

.P

(87,47)

(d)

(u), (d) and (g)
(b) , (e ) and- (

in the Hough spac
accurnulator cel1s

(b)

(c)

Fig.4-1 "
images 

"(d), (g)
parts of

(e)

are three different 12gx12B edgeh) are the mapping images of (aÍ,
e respective. (c), (f) and (i) areof (b), (e) and (h)"

0 0 0 0 0 26 19

0 0 0 0 11 28 14

0 0 0 0 53 10 0

0 0 0 64 0 0 0

0 11 54 0 0 0 0

17 29 10 0 0 0 0

19 24 ô 0 0 0 0
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(87,47)
(f)

(g)

P

(h)

(i)

0 0 0 0 0 3 0

0 0 0 0 32 0 5

0 0 0 0 4 19 19

10 15 29 64 28 13 I
19 17 3 0 0 0 0

3 0 32 0 0 0 0

0 5 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 16 10

0 0 0 0 24 14 11

0 0 0 0 28 13 11

2 7 13 64 12 5 0

11 12 27 0 0 0 0

11 13 24 0 0 0 0

I 16 0 0 0 0 0

(87,47)
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original images in the image s.pace" Fig.4-1(b), (e) and (h)

are the mapped images of (a), (d) and (h) in the Hough

space, respective)-y. Fig.4-1(c), (f ) and (i) illustrate
parLs of accumulator cells of (b), (e) and (h), To study the

accumulator cells presented in Fig"4-1 (c), (e) and (h), a

meaningfur reality is that each case has the same maximum

value 64 in the accumulator À(90o,50)" rt indicates that in
each image there are same number of edge pixels on the rine
50=xcos90o+ysin90o 

"

The question is that from À(90o r50)=64, none of the

three original images can be obtained directry from the

inverse of the Hough space" The inverse image of H(9oor50)

is displayed in Fig" 4-2, which, obviousJ.y, can not replace

any case in Fig.4-1 (a), (d) and (g). À11 three original
images of Fig"4-1 are subsets of Fig.4-2.

Fig"4-2 The inverse image of H(900,S0).
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As Duda and Hart point out, the remarkable problem

above is related to the limitations of the Hough Lransform

approach[2] . To apply t.he Hough transform as a f iltering
procedure, this problem must be solved. otherwise, the Hough

transform can not perform well as a filter to extract spe-

cific features from a noisy edge detected image.

Suppose the background pixels in the image space have

value zeto" The inverse of E(florpo) determines a straight
line, which is filled with the pixels having varue one, in

the image space by equation (4-1).

Àn important but easily negJ-ected fact is: in the

original edge image and the image obtained from the inverse

Hough transform, the candídate edge el-ement has varue one in
both images. on the other hand, if a pixel is not a real
edge pixel, at least one of its positions in both images has

the varue zero. Therefore, employing the logic AND proce-

dure to match two images, the true edge erement points witt
be kept while others be removed.

g(i,j) = f o(i,j),f r (i, j)

where fo ( i, i ) is original edge detected image and fr ( i ,

the inverse Hough transform image.

(4-2)

j) iS

Àpplying (4-2) ro Fig" 4-1(a), (d) and (h) with Lhe

inverse image of H(900,50) which is shown in Fig.4-2, as

expected, the results are exactly the same images as the

original Fig.4-'1 (a), (d) and (h) 
"



Evidently, the

extended to arbitrary
Hough transform. For

candidate edge pixels

c i rc Ies searching,

3-D(a-b-r) Hough space

Iogic A3i[D matching procedure

curves with the utilization
example, it may be employed to

from the inverse image of H(a,

where H(arb,r) is a point
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can be

of the

ext rac t.

b,r) in

i n t.he

In this research, the logic matching approach will be

applied as an important part in the Hough transform fitter-
ing procedure.

&"2 TEST IMAGE

Straight lines and circles are two most important geo-

metric features in the image structure. A large class of

man-made objects and natural scenes can be modelled with
these primitives. The recognition of these features is
therefore basic to many image analysis tasks. This thesis
will base mainly on these two features to present the Hough

transform technique as an effective method to remove noise

from edge detected images.

Though the program package developed for this research

is available for both 256x256 pixels, 65 gray-Ievel and

128x128 pixels, 33 gray-Ievel images, for the purpose of

avoiding unnecessary computational expense, the 128X128 pix-
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els with 33 gray-leve} images are chosen in most cases. How-

ever¡ âDy resurt produced from 128x128 images can be eNtend-

ed to the case of 256X256 images automatically" The only
difference between 128x128 and 256x256 system is that for
any processo the computation time cost is approximately
guadrupled for the latter.

À 128x.128 pixels, 33 gray leve1s image, consisting of

straight lines and parts of circles, is generated, which

v¡iIl be employed as the test image in the next chapter" The

test image and its noise free edge version are shown in
Fig " 4-3 .

Fig " 4-3. (a )
leveIs" (b)
detector with

(a)

The 128x.128 test
The original irnage

t (threshold)=1 1 .

(b)

image displayed in 33 gray
detected by the Sobel edge
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&"3 FTGTJRE OF MERTT COMPARTSON

How werl does the Hough transform firtering approach

improve edge detected images? Compared v¿ith the same noise-
free ideal edge image, a new figure of gain factor(rcr,) is
defined to assess the performance of the Hough transform
f i ltering

Nol + TNoz
FGF = (4-3)

Nsr + TNHz

where, No r and Ne 2 âF€ the number of background pixers added

and the number of target pixels removed from the original
edge detected image, respectivery. Nsr and Ns2 have the
same meaning as Nor and Noz in the image produced by the
Hough transforrn technique. 7 is a constant chosen to be 0.7

in this research. If I is less than 1.0, it provides a rel_-

ative pena]ty to isolated pixeJ-s in background; i f 1 is
greater than 1.0, the penalty will be supplied to the pixels
removed from edges.

The equation (4-3 ) will proffer a merit dealing with
approx ima.teì-y how many t imes the processed image has been

improved. rf nothing has been changed, the value of FGF will
be 1.0. Àn improved image wilr- correspond to a greater than

1,0 FGF result" The better an image is improved, the higher

the FcF value will be"
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&"& }IOUGH TR.ANSFORM PROGRÀMMING

À Fortran version of the Hough transform program pack-
age rdas imp)-emented on an r BM compat ibte Àmdahl 5870 comput-
er under the MVS operating system.

For more accurate results, a higher resorution in the
0 - p domaínL2,lZJ is emproyed. For straight rine searching,
tt. H(0,p) transform space was computed by equation (3-1)
with a0=1o and ap=1 (pixel). The origin has been allocated in
the left-up corner (1,1) of the 12gx12} image frame. The

Hough accumurator array (0,p) is thus of size ( 1g1,361 ),
where the range of d goes from Oo to 1B0o and p from _1g0 to
180- For circle searching, the 3-D H(a,brr) transform space
was determined by equation (3-2) with Aa=1, Ab=1 and Ar=1,
where the unit is pixet" considering the limit of computer's
memory, the size of the Hough accumurator array (arbrr) is
bounded by (128"128,30)" If the range of r is over 30, the
circLe searching subroutine may be carled more than once to
fit the requirements.

In the Hough

tl(0o rps) transform

0o and po. Simi1a

secured from equat

When the Hough transform procedure is
the straight linesr êD important concept

transform program package, the inverse
is obtained by equation (4-1) with fixed

rfy, the inverse H (ae ,bs , re ) transform is
ion (3-3) with f ixed âor bo and re.

applied to detect
has to be pointed
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out: the val-ue M in an accumul-ator celr A( do ,po ) does not

reflect the actual length of the rine defined by (4-1), even

when al-l pixers are connected. Fig"4-4 wirr help to show

the concept"

There is a straight l_ine defined by

xcosl 350+ysin1 35o=45 ( 4-4)

in the Fig"4-4. After the Hough transfcrm is applied, the
value in the accumurator À(1350r45) wil-1 be 129. However,

this just means that there are 1zg pixels lying on the line
(4-4), but does not reflect the actua)- length of the rine
which approximates to 6s,JT. rn this thesis, the Hough

transform program package is based on píxers other than
length in the thresholding process, though the tr*o can be

integrated by introducing a coefficient.

Fig.4-4
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À primary subject in the Hough t,ransf orm programming i s

the coincidence betsueen the Hough transform and the inverse
Hough t,ransf orm" rn the Hough t,ransf orm program package,

this key point is well guaranteed.

À Iisting of

Àppendix B,

the Fortran programs 1s ava i lable 1n

4"5 COMPUTATTON TTME REQUTREMENTS

The main disadvantage of the Hough transform is thaL it
is a time consuming procedure. However, this research shows

that the computation time based on the Àmdahr 5B7o computer

is still acceptable.

In the Hough transform filtering procedure, the comput-

ing time is mainly based on three factors: the number of
searched edge erement points, the resorution in the parame-

ter space, and, in the circre searching, the range of candi-
date circle's radius. For more accurate result.s, the mini-
mized step(one pixel) is chosen for Ap, Aa, Ab, Ar, and 1o

is serected for a0 in the Hough transform programming pack-

age. Based on them, the time-consuming curves for straight
lines anc circles searching procedures are illustrated in
Fig.4-5.
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Lines searching

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 ?000 8000 9000 10000

Searched Pixels

Fig.4-5

In Fig.4-5, the curve for circles searching is based on

per radius. For example, if the range of the radius for cir-
cl-es searching is 3, say from r=20 to r=22, the actual com-

putation time will triple that illustrated in Fig.4-5.

The Hough transform filtering procedure is a somewhat

expensive searching approach, but is stilr acceptable on the

Amdahl 5870 computer.

90

80

70

Circles searching
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8üOTSE PERFORMANCE

Images are subject to many different types of noise.
some of these are independent of the image signars, while
others are not. In this chapter, some physical noise moders

t.hat are frequentry encountered in practicar imaging systems

are used to examine the efficacy of the Hough transform fir-
tering approach.

Furthermore, the results of the Hough transform proce-

dure are compared with those of the Median firter technique,
which is considered one of the most powerful firters dealing
with impulse noise 117) "

5.1 TNÐEPENDENT NOISE

5.1.1 Additive Gaussian Noíse

rndependent random noise u(iri) with a Gaussian distri-
bution and of zero mean and different variance was added to
each pixel in the test image by

g(i,j) = f (i,j) + u(i,j)

where f(i,j) is the original image and g(i,j)
degraded by the additive Gaussian noise"

(s-1)

is the image ,

-33
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Àccording to Eq" (5-1 ), several noisy images with dif_
ferent variance oz are disprayed in Fig.5-1. Àpplying the
sober edge detection operat,or to each noisy image in
Fig"5-1, the edge detected images are shown in Fig" s-2"
since the purpose of the testing is to examine the best per-
formance of the Hough transform filtering, the parameters in
the inverse Hough t,ransform are tuned to their best capabir-
ities" Fig"5-3 presents the inverse Hough transform images.
Then, the logic AND matching procedure is employed, Lhe

final images obtained are shown in Fig.5-4. For comparison,
the 3x3 Median filter was applied to each image in Fig.s-2.
The results are displayed in Fig.5-5.

The difference between Fig"5-2 and Fig
the images are enormously refined by the
filtering process. The attractive fact is
from the Hough transform procedure are guite
rise of the noise l_evel.

"5-4 is obvious,

Hough transform

that the results
stabl-e with the

compare Fig"5-4 with Fig"5-5, though the Median filter
gives a strong improvement to the noisy edge images, t,he

Hough transform, however, offers an even better resurt.
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Fis.5-1 o,jgr::] imases desradedto (f ), c2= 10r14,18r22,26,30.

(f)

by Gaussian noise. From (a)
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Fig.5-2 The
Sobel edge

(e)

edge detected
detector i+i th t

(f)
images_of Fig.5-1" By applying thehreshoì.ding value 'i 1"
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(e)

Fig"5-3 The inverse Hough transform

(f)

images.
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Fis"5
filte

(e)

-4 The f inal
ring procedure

images by employ
to the images in

(f)

ing the Hough transform
Fi9"5-2"
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(e)

Fig.5-5 The results of applying the
images in Fig"5-2"

(f)

3X3 Median filter to the
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5"1,2 Salt-and-Pepper þ{oiEe

Àn important type of independent noise corroding digi-
tal images is salt-and-pepper noise. GeneraIIy, the salt-
and-pepper noise is a kind of noise in which scattered pix-

e1s of an image are markedly darker or lighter than their
immediate surroundings " Fig"5-6 is an example. In this
research, the maximum gray Ìevel(33) is chosen as the white

and the minimum gray leveL(1) as the black" In Fig.5-6, the

gray level of each dark pixel has been incremented while

that of the light pixel- has been decremented, by a random

amount z in the range 0<z<0(I-d), where I and d are the gray

levels of the light and dark region in the test image

respectively, and 0 " 0s0s1 .0 " The values of I chosen in

Fi9.5-6 are 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 in order.

Fig.5-7 and Fig.5-8 display the noisy edge detected

images and the finai results obtained by applying the Hough

transform filtering procedure to Fig.5-5, respectively. The

3X3 Median filter is employeC to refine the degraded images

in Fig.5-5 as well, the results are presented in Fig.5-9.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(f)

with salt-and-pepper noise. From
0 " 50, 0.55, 0. 60 , 0.65.

Fig " 5-6 The(a) ro (r),

(e)

original images
0 = 0.40, 0.45,
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(e)

Fig.5-7 The edge detected
detector with t=5.

(f)

by applying the Sobel edgelma9es
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(e)

Fig.5-B The final results
filtering procedure to the

(f)

by applying the Hough transf
images in Fig.5-6.

orm
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(e)

Fig.5-9 The result images
to the images in Fig.5-6.

(f)

employing the 3x3 t'tedian f ilterby
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5"2 DEPENDENT STOISE

5 "2 " 1 Film-Grain Noise

Film-grain noise is a kind of dependent noise which

exists in the process of photographic recording and repro-
duction" rf the film is processed in the linear region of
the D-log E curve and the blurring effect of the modelllgl
is ignored, the degraded image is presented as

g(i,j) = f(i,j) + kfr/s(i,j)u(i,j) (s-2)

where u(iri) is a signal-independent noise and k is a con-
stant. rn this thesis, Gaussian noise with zero mean and

different variance is emproyed as u( i, j ) and constant k

equates to 1"0"

The images degraded by the film-grain noise are illus-
trated in Fig.5-1 0. The edge detected versions of Fig.5-1 0

are presented in Fig.5-11. Fig.s-12 and Fig"5-13 are the
inverse Hough transform irnages and the f inal results of the
Hough transform filtering procedure, respectively.
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Fig"5-10 The
From (a) to

images degraded
6.0, 10"0- 14.0,

(f)

by film-grain noise.
16"0, 19"0, 20.0.

originaL
(f ), t2 =
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Fig.5-1 1 The
tor, t=1 1 .

(e)

edge detected

(f)

it.h the SobeL edge deteclmages !t
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(e)

fig"5-12 The final images
filtering procedure.

(f)

Hough transformby applying the
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(e)

Fig"5-13 The results of applying
the images shown in Fig.5-11.

(f)

the 3X3 Median filter to
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5o2"2 Poísson Ìitroise

rn nucrear medical imagingu the emission of gamma-rays

is described by a poisson process, and the resurting meas-

urement uncertainty, the st.atisticar quantum fluctuations of
the counting rate, is called poisson noise[22].

The degradation model of poisson noise is given by

g(i,j) = Poisson)(f (i,j) ) (s-3)

where Poisson 

^( 
" ) i

I is a proport.ional

sen.

Poisson random number generator, and

factor" In the thesis, À=1.0 is cho-

sa
itv

The picture degraded by poisson noise is used here as

the test image to examine the Hough transform filtering pro-
cedure" Some results are illuslrated in Fig"5-14"

Fig"5-1a(a) shows the original noise free image.

Fig"5-14(b) displays the image degraded by poisson noise
with À=1.0" The edge detected version of Fig"4-14(b) is
presented in Fig"5-14(c) " Fig.s-14(d) and Fig.5-14(e) are
the inverse Hough transform image and the finar result of
apprying the Hough transform firtering procedure to (c),
respectivery, ÀIso, the 3x3 Median filter is emproyed to
improve t.he degraded edge image, Fig"5-14(f) is the result.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig"5-14 (a)rne original noise free image. (b)Degraded by
Poisson noise with )=1 .0. (c )ndge detected version. (d)Thê
inverse Hough transform image" (e)ttre final result image by
applying the Hough transform filtering procedure. (i)rfre
result by ernploying the 3X3 Median f i lter to (c ) .
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5.3 coMPARrSOSq elm A¡{Ar,ysrs

The Median firter has been considered as an ,,ad hoc
tool" f or removing impulse noise [3] , so ¡ it will be rneaning_
ful to present a comparison between the Hough Lransform fir-
tering procedure and the Median firter technique. Emproying
the fígure of gaín factor(rcr), which was defined in section
4-3, the performances of the Hough transform filtering and
the Median firtering technique are ilrustrated as the func_
tions of different noise leveI.

Fig.5-15 and Fig

independent additive
noise, respectively.
as a function of var

noise.

" 5-1 6 present the

Gaussian noise

Fig.5-17 shows

iance c2 for the

curves of FGF for the

and salt-and-pepper

the curves of the FGF

dependent film-grain

since alr three types of noise were generated i.n a

dom way, the procedures were repeated ten times and
average values were empl0yed for more reasonable resul_ts

ran-

the

No matter which kind of noise, independent or depen-
dent, the curves in Fig.5-15, Fig.5-16 and Fig. s-17 indicate
that the Hough transform firtering procedure provides a sub_
stantially greater advantage than the Median filter does.
The resurts from the Hough transform filtering procedure are
sti11 quite dramatic in the increased noise cases while
those of the Median filtering are going down
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Hough transform

Median filter

Fig " s-17

Às seen from Fig"5-15 through Fig"s-i7, there is a con-
siderable amount of improvement in the FGF under different
type of noise" This signifies that the Hough transform fi1-
tering procedure is not sensitive to the state of noiser so

it can be applied as a general filtering technique to
exLract specific aeometric features from the noisy binary
irnage

one of the weak points of the Hough transform filtering
procedure is that whiÌe the procedure can remove added noisy
pixels from images effectively, it can not make up the pix-
els which were taken from edges by noise, though these pix-
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els may be controlled in a small number by

edge detection threshold carefully.
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seLecting the

From Fig"5-15 through Fig"s-17, it is concluded that
the Hough transform procedure is abre to offer a better
improvement when the input images getting worse" rn other
words, the approach has great potent.iar dealing with poor

signal to noise ratio(s¡¡R) input, while the Median f iltering
technique keeps an approximate constant improvement to dif-
ferent SNR input"

The signal to noise ratio(sNn) is described as[5]

N
SNR = (5-4)

N1 + Nz

where N is the number of boundary pixels on the noise-free
target, Nr is the number of background pixels added and N2

is the number of target pixels removed.

For the images with the additive Gaussian noise, when

o2= 30, the sNR of Fig"5-2(t) is 0.3305. Thus, the observed
performance of the Hough transform filtering procedure is
excellent in the case of poor input SNR.

À main advantage of the Hough transform firtering pro-
cedure is that the procedure does not require any e priorí
information of the originar image" A1l the parameters needed

are obtained from the required features in the noisy binary
image insLead of the original image.



Chøpter VI

åPPTYTWG HOUGT{ rRÂNSFORM ON OTtrMR SCENES

rn the previous chapteru the Hough transform approach
was proved an effecÈive filtering procedure for extracting
specific edge segments from the edge detected noisy man-made

images" rn this chapter, the application of the Hough trans-
form filtering procedure to outdoor scenes wilt be dis-
cussed 

"

straight lines are often used as key features in most

building scene moders, and they also consist of the main

structures of the images as shown in Fig.6-1" The original
pictures in Fig " 6-1 were t.aken on the campus of the univer-
sity of Manitoba"

'wtr

ít:n:

.,, s*
ffit
--4; 

i!ü¿

li;'ä: *
ir.P'

(a)
Fig.6-1 Original images.

i

s6

(b)
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6"1 hrorsE-FREE co}üsTRucTIoN

It is more difficult to extract straight lines from

outdoor scenes t.han from man-made or indoor images, This is
primarily because more lines and elements are det.ected from

outdoor scenes. Some results are presented in this section

for the straight line searching of the noise free outdoor

scenes.

The original scenes shown in Fig.6-1 contain man-made

structures and natural background, such as trees. Às in the

previous chapters, the Sobel edge detection operator is
employed here, The edge versions of Fig.6-1 are shown in

Fig.6-2" Fig.6-3 illustrates the mapped images of Fig"6-2

in the Hough space. The mapped images presented in Fig.6-3

correspond to the fact that the structure of Fig.6-2$) is
more complicated than that of Fig"6-2(a), or sâyr there are

more potential sLraight lines in Fig" 6-2 (b) . Fig.6-4 are

the inverse Hough transform images. Àfter applying the log-
ic Matching procedure, the f inal results are sho¡cn in

Fig"6-5,

Some line segments yrere missed during the process, how-

ever, the main features are still contained in the finat
results. compared with Fig.6-5(b), Fig.6-5(a) presents a

better result because of a simpler construction.
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(a) (b)

Fig"6-2 The original images Fig"6-1 (a) and Fig.6-1 (b)
detected by the Sobel edge detection operator with threshold
values eguate to 10 and 5, respectively.

(a)

Fig.6-3 The mapping

(b)

the Hough space.images in
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(a)

Fig.6-4 The inverse Hough

(b)

transform images of Fig"6-2.

(a)

Fig " 6-5 The f inal images
filtering procedure to the

(b)

by applying the Hough transform
images in Fig.6-2.

F#
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6"2 NOTSE PERFORS4A}qCE

To examine the ability of Lhe Hough Lransform filtering
procedure to extract speciar features from noisy outdoor

scenes, different types of noise were used to degrade

Fig"6-1 (a) and Fig"6-1 (b), respectively.

Fig.6-1 (a) is degraded by additive Gaussian noise with
different variances, and the edge detected versions are pre-
sented in Fig"6-6. The sobel edge detection operator is
emproyed here. Fig"6-7 displays the inverse Hough transform
images of Fig.6-6" Fig.6-B ilrustrates the final resul_ts of
the complete Hough transform filtering procedure.

Degraded by poisson noise

noised Fig.6-1 (b) is shown in
plays the edge detected version
image and the final result of
procedure are presented in Fig.

with .\=1 .0, the version of

Fig.6-9(a). Fig.6-9(b) dis-

" The inverse Hough transform

the Hough transform filtering
6-9(c) and Fiq"6-9(d) 

"

comparing Fig"6-B with Fig" 6-6, it is concruded that
the noisy images are satisfactorily improved by applying the
Hough transform filtering procedure. Nevertheress, the
resurt shown in Fig"6-9(d) is not very satisfactory. It is
chiefly because the construction of Fig"6-1 (b) is more com-

plex and quite a few lines contained in the scene are very
short. Therefore, it is very difficult to choose a proper
threshold value for obtaining a suitabre inverse Hough

transf orm irnage "
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(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig.6-6 The edge
ing the Sobe1
Fig"6-1(a)" t2=8,

detected versions
operator to

10 212 '14 '1 
6,1 g,

(b)

(d)

(f)

which obtained
Gaussian noise
respectively.

by employ-
degraded
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(d)

ffi1,ffiæ

ffirffiñ

(c)

ffi:ffiËffi

ffirffiIÑ
(e) (f)

Fí9"6-7 The inverse Hough transform images of Fig"6-6.
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Fig
fil

(e)

.6-8 The f inal
tering procedure

images of employing the
to Fig.6-6"

(f)

Hough transfo rm
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(a)

(c )

Fi9 " 6-9 (a ) poisson
(b)The edge detected
image. (d)rtre final
tering procedure"

(b)

(d)

noise degraded Fig"6-1 (b) with I=1.0"
image. (c)rhe inverse Hough transform
resulL of complete Hough transform fi1-
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSTOBüS AhTD RECOþ$ffiNDATTONS

In this thesis, a ne!{ filtering procedure for the

detection of specific features in noisy images has been sug-

gested as an attempt to extend the use of the Hough trans-
formation" The filtering procedure is composed of edge

detection, Hough transform, threshold selection, inverse

Hough transform and logic AND matching process"

Àn artificial image, which consists of circles and

straight lines, was used as the test image with different
types of noise. The research shows that, Do matter what

kind of noise, the Hough transform filtering procedure pre-

sented a stable performance when it extracted required iea-

tures and ignored noisy pixels. Furthermore, the filtering
procedure r,Jas applied Lo some noisy natural outdoor scenes

and the improved results were obtained as expected.

Based on the behavior of the approach, the Hough trans-
form filtering procedure can be suggestecl as a specific fea-

ture filter to extract known shapes from noisy image. A com-

parison is made between the performance of the Hough

transform filtering procedure and that of the Median filter,
which gives a strong support to the above opinion.

6s
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Àfter reviewing the results of this research, some pos-

sible improvements in this area are presented for further
research.

One of the weaknesses of the Hough transform procedure

is that it is a time consuming approach, With the appearance

of faster computers, the problem will be resol-ved gradually.

Nevertheless, even without more powerful computers, higher

computational speed can still be obLained. Since the Hough

transform filtering procedure works paralleIIy, it lends

itself to a potentially high speed implementation by divid-
ing the time consuming search work to an array of computers,

oF¡ even to an array of microprocessors. Also, VLSI systolic
array processors could be a possible povrerful implement to

offer a faster processing proceduret3l]. If the time con-

suming problem is further improved, the Hough transform fi1-
tering procedure will be a more feasible approach.

In this research, the noisy image r{as treated as a

direct input for the Hough transform filtering procedure, in

which, edge detected image 'sras handed to the Hough transform

approach imrnediately" I f a pre-f ilter of some kind is
employed before applying the Hough transform filtering pro-

cedurer oF between the edge detection and the Hough trans-
form procedure in the processing, that is, if the Hough

transf orm procedure is combined wit'h other f ilters, higher

qualitative results can be expected.
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Appendix A

TMAGE T}TSPLAYTNG SUEROUTTNES

Printing image display devices are required primarily
for low resolution image processing work. In this thesis, a

new displaying package, based on the Xerox 8700 printer, has

been developed. The new routine employs 64 small dots as an

image pixel, rather than overprints characters at the same

point, to obtain different gray levels" Compared with over-

strike approach[4], the new displaying package offers higher

resolution, presents better quality and needs less computa-

tional time"

The nevr package is able

with 65 gray-Ievel, 128 by 1

level, respectively "

display 256 by 256 images

images with 33 or 65 gray-

to

28

Fig"À-1 illustrates images with 256 rows, 256 columns

and 65 gray-Ieve1" Fig.A-2 and Fig.A-3 present 128 by 128

images with 33 and 65 gray-Ievel in order. From the images

shown in Fig.A-3, it. is concluded that if the size of image

is limited in 128 by 128, 65 gray-level does not give sig-
nificant improvement in the image quality. Therefore, the

choices of 256x256, 65 gray-Ieve1 and 128x128, 33 gray-leve1

are suggested.
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The FORTRAN subroutines and output examples are pre-
sented as follows:

coMMoN rA(256,256)
c
C IA Integer array containing values ranging from
C 1 to 65 presenting the different graylevels.
c

INTEGER*2 T.A

cÀLL READTM( 1 28,1 )
c
C The subroutine reads in data to IA"
c

CALL DSP(128,128,2)
c
C This subroutine is used to display images in Xerox
C 8700 printer.
c

STOP
END

suBRouTrNE REÀDIM(U, r SC )
c
C The arguments:
C N -- The size of image(128 or 256)"
C ISC Image size choice
C SC=1 ". 128 by 128 images,
C SC=2 z 256 by 256 images.
c

coMMoN rA(256,256)
INTEGER*2 TA
co ro (10,20) ,rsc10 READ 100r( (ra(r,J),J=1 1128) rr=1 1128)

1 00 FORMÀT(1X,,32r.2/ 1X,3212/ 1X,3212/1X,32r2)
co ro 999

20 READ 101 r( (ie(r rJ) rJ=1 1256) rr=1,256)101 FORMAT(1X,3212/1X,3212/1X,32r2/1X,3212/
& 1x,32r2/1x,32r2/1x,32r2/1x,32T.2)

999 RETURN
END

SUBRoUTINE DSP(WX,NV, IDT)
c
C The arguments:
C NX -- Number of rows of IA to be printed;
C the maximum NX is 256"
C NY Number of columns of IA Èo be printed;
C the maximum NY is 256.
C IDT *- Different irnage types variable.
C IDT=1:128 by 128 images with 33 graylevels.

c
c
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c
c
c

images with
images v¿ittr
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graylevel s 
"graylevels.

IDT=2:1 28 by 128
IÐT=3 2256 by 256

INTEGER SAVE/O/
coMMoN rÀ(256,256)
TNTEGER*2 TA
TNTEGER XMÀX TYMAX TXSPACE
LOGICÀL*1 IMA256
LOGICÀL¡I1 IMA128
LOGICÀL*1 PÀDNUL

256,8 ) ,GLEV65
1 28 ,8 ) ,clev33
332) /332*200/

65,8)
33rg)

2*z2A 17*zAA,

100

106
10s

112

199

108
102

09
01

I

1

ÐATA GLEV65/ 1 9*20 0, 4* 220,6*222
zBA r 9*ZBB ,11*ZBA ??*<ZBE,3*ZFE ,ZFF ,* 7r,200 r8r,242 13*252 r8*z54 11g*255 r 5*775,* 3*z7D r4*Z7F,8*ZFF,* 2*200,220 r4*224,200 13*z0g r7*z2g r3*22A,:r 1 3*ZAA,3*ZEÀ,5*ZEE ,ZEF ,22*ZîE ,* Z00 rZ10 r4*200 ,3t 210,4*Z14 r1S*254,5*255,* z5D rz55 r2*z5D 110*255 r 5*z5D r2*z7D r2*z7g rg*zFP ?

't 5*200 ,210 ,4*208 ,4*228 ,13*Z2A 19*ZAA,* 2rrZBA r2r<ZAB TZBB,3*ZFB ,21*Z,FF ,* 2*200 ,2*204 ,3*224 ,5*210 , 5* 214 ,5*254 ,* 24x255 ,2r"257 ,zD7 ,2*zDF ,14*zFE ,* 7xzja ,9*242 ,z4A r8*z2A,9*zAÀ,3*zAE,* 11*ZEEr10*ZFE17*ZFF,
* 20*z00 r4rcz04 r6r<244 12*254 123*255 r 5*25D,* 2*z7Drz7Y rz*zPP/
co ro ( 1 00 ,200 ,300 ) , rDT
XMÀX= 1772
YMÀX=2 1 44
XSPÀCE=748
DO 105 I=1r33
L=2*r-1
ÐO 106 K=1 rB
cLEv33 ( t,x) =GLEV65 (r,,x )
CONTTNUE
CONTINUE
wRrTE(8,1 1 2) xMAxryMÀx, (eaoNul(r ) ,r =1 ,260)
FORMÀT (2X+,1 56A1 , 1 04À1 )
DO 199 J=I IXSPACE
wRrrE(8,1 1 1 ) (peoNur(r ) ur =1,269)

CONTINUE
DO 101 I=1 ,NX
DO 102 J=1,Ny
rF (re(r,J) "cr"33) IÀ(I rJ)=33

rA(r,J)=1rF (r¡(r,J)"LT.1)
KLT=34-IA(I,J)

DO 108 K=1 rB
rMÀ1 28 ( J,tt ) =GLEV3 3 ( KLT,K )
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
DO 109 K=1 18
wRrrE(8, 1 1 1 ) (peuruur(L),L=1,'140)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

, ( luel zB (t rK) ,L= 1 ,izB)
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111

200

212

299

208
202

209
201
211

300

312

399

308
302

309
301
311
999

FORMAT(140À1,128A1 )
co ro 999
XMÀX= 1 772
YMÀX=2 1 44
XSPACE=748
wRr rE (8 ,212) xMAx , yMÀx , ( eaoltur ( r
FORMAT (2X4,1 56A1 ,1 04A1 )
DO 299 J=1,XSPACE
wRrrE(8,111) (peo¡lur(r ) nr =1 ,268)
CONTTNUE
Do 201 I=1rNX
DO 202 J=1 rNYrF (ra(r,J).cr.65) rÀ(r,J)=65
rF (re(i,J) "LT.1) rA(reJ)='l
KLT=66-IA(I,J)

DO 208 K=1 r8
IMÀ1 28 (J,x) =GLEV65 (xrt,n)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
DO 209 K=1 rB
wRrrE(8,211 ) (peoNur(L) ,L=1 ,'140)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT( 1 40A1 ,1 28A1 )
co ro 999
XMAX=2284
YMÀX=2656
XSPACE=236
wRrTE( 8,31 2 ) XMÀXryMÀX, (eaOWUt ( t
FORMÀT (2n4 ,248A1 ,7 6A1)
DO 399 J=1 rXSPÀCE
wRrrE(8 r311) (peoNur,(r ) ,r =1 ,332)
CONTINUE
DO 301 I=1,NX
DO 302 J=1,NY
KLT=66-IÀ(I,J)

DO 308 K=1 rB
IMÀ256 (J,K) =GLEV65 (KLT,K)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
DO 309 K=1,8
wRrrE(8,31 1 ) (pan¡¡u¡.(L),L=1,7 6),
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT 0øA1 ,128A1 ,128A1)
END FILE 8
CÀLL XIC3OO(SAVE)
CALL PSCLHX(SEVN)
RETURN
END

) rr=11260)

, ( lual 28(LrK) ,L=1 ,128)

) rr=11324)

( rMÀ256 (t rK) rL= 1 r2s6)
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Fig"e-2(a) 128 by 128 pixets, 33

i'ì

gray leveIs 
"

Fig.A-2(b) 128 by 128 pixels, 33 gray levets,
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Fig"e-3(a) 128 by 128 pixels, 65 gray levels.

l::;jt':

ffi,Ëå. ::

itñ

Fig.A-3(b) 128 by 128 pixels, 65 gray levets.



Appendix B

FORTRå3ü SUEROUTTNES

SUBROUTINE REÀDIM(N, IL, TH)
c
C Subroutine reads digitized irnage from file into
C array IÀ.
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of image to be read.
C IH: Maximum gray level in the image"
C IL: Minimum gray leve1 in the image.
c

coMMoN rA(128,128)
INTEGER:I2 TA
READ 100, ( (re(r,J) rJ=1 rN),r=1,N)

1 00 FORMÀT( 1X, 32f2/1X,3212/1X,32r2/1x,3212)
IH=IA(1r1)
I L=fH
DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1rN

rF (ra(rr.r) "cr. rH) IH=ra(rr,:)
rF (ra(r,,:) "LT. rL) rL=rÀ(r,J)

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENÐ

c

suBRourrNE DspLAy(NxrNy, rL, TH,NEG TLG)
c
C Subroutine displays a 128X.128 digit.al image with
C 32 gray leve1s on a standard line printer"
C This subroutine e¡as written refer to Bibliography t4l.
c
C Àrguments:
C NX: Number of rows of IÀ to be print.ed;
C maximum NX is 128.
C NY: Number of columns of IA to be printed;
C maximum NY is 128.
C IL: Minimum gray level in IA, cal_culated
C in the subroutine READIM"
C IH: Maximum gray level in IA, calculated
C in the subroutine READIM.

79-
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c
c
c
c
c

NEG: À value equal t.o 1 gíves the normal image;
À value. equal to 0 gives the negative of
the image.

LG: Logical unit. number for the line printer"
coMMoN TÀ( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER*2 TA,IB( 1 28,128)
INTEGER*2 LEV (32),BLANK( 5 )
LOGI CAL* 1 LINE (128 ,5 ) ,GRÀY (32 ,5)
DATÀ GRÀy / 6x',ltI' ,5* ' H' , 'x', , 'H' , 'x' , 'O' ,

l ',zt rtwt rtMt rtNt rtot rtst rt=t rtrt rt*t rt*t,
2'+t rt=t rt:t rt-' rtotrt-t rt t 16otWt 13*t#',
3 ttkt ,t*t rt+t ,4* t-t r5*t t rt=, rt t rt , rt-t,
4 3*r r rt_r r3ot , ,4*t #t rt0t rrot rr*t r,_t,
5 24x t t rtOt rt0t rtO' ,29*t t rt+t r31*t t /
GN=32. 0
FL=I L
FH=I H
rF ((ru-rr,) .cr. 0"0) co to 100
T=FL
FL=FH
FH=T

1 00 RÀNGE= (r'H-rl+1 ) /c¡l
AA= ( seRr (rH) -sonr(FL ) ) /cH
EE= ( FH-FL ) /aloe (cN+1 

" 0 )
T=ÀMAX1(FL,1"0)
ss=- ( 1 " O/cN ) *ar,oc (rH/r)
DO 160 t=1 ,32
FLEV=FL+ ( T_I ) *RANGE+o. 5
LEV( I ) =FLEV

1 60 CONTINUE
IF (HX .GT. 128
rF (¡ry .GT" 128
ÐO 180 I=1rNX
DO 180 J=1rNY

KLT=1
DO 170 K=1 t32rF (ra(r,,:)

170 CONTINUE
IB(I rJ)=KLT

1 80 CONTINUE
wRrrE(Lc,1 )
IX=NX
I Y=NY
ÐO 210 I=1 rIX
DO 190 J=1 15

BLÀNK (.r ) =O
1 90 CONTINUE

DO 200 K=1 rIY
J=K
NG=IB(I,J)
rF (Hec ,Eg.
DO 200 L=1,5

NX=1 28
NY=1 28

GE. tEV(K) ) KLT=K

0) NG=33-Nc

Lr NE ( t< rl, ) =GRAY ( xc, r, )
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c

rF (uc .NE.
20O CONTTNUE

wRrrE(rc,z)
DO 210 L=1 r5rF (graliK(r,)
wRrrE(rc,3)

21A CONTINUE
1 FoRMAT( 1H1
z ronu¡r ( 1r¡
3 FORII{AT ( 1u+

32) BLANK(l)=1

"Eg. 0) co ro 210
(r,r¡le(url) ,M=1 ,tY)

ra( r ,J) =rH
re(r rJ)=rL

3x,128A'T )
RETURN
END

suBRourrNE curoFr (n, tl, ttt)
Subroutine cuts off the values which are
over rangeIrr.rrH).

Àrguments:
N: The size of IA (nx¡l).

IL: Minimum gray level in IÀ"
IH: Maximum gray level in IA.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128)
TNTEGER:K2 TA
ÐO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1rN
rF (ra(r,.:) "cr. rH)
rF (ra(r,;) .LT. iL)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

suBRourrNE scALE (N, ll, rH rNrL rNrH)

Subroutine scales IÀ to the range[Nff.rufUl

Àrguments:
N: Size of image which stored in IÄ.

IL: Minimum gray level in IÀ, calculated
in calling subroutine REÀDIM.

IH: Maximurn gray level in IA, calculated
in calling subroutine READIM.

NIL: Required new Minimum gray leve1 in IA.
NIH: Required new Maximum gray level in IÀ"

coMMoN iÀ( 1 28 ,128)
I NTEGER* 2 T. A
DO 1 I=1 rN
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c

DO 1 J=1rN
rA(r,J)=(¡¡rH-¡¡rr)* ( rA(r,J)-rL) / (rH-rr,)+1 . S

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PRNÎIA (N,LG)
c
C Write contents of IA into unit number LG where LG
C represents an output file.
c
C Arguments:
c N: Size of IÀ (¡l x ¡¡) .
C LG: ¡¡ui t number of output f i le.
c

coMMoN rA( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER*2 TA
wRrrE(rc,1 00) ( (re(r ,J) ,J=1 ,N) ,r=1 ,N)

1 00 FORMAT( 1X, 3212/ 1X, 3212/ 1X,32r2/ 1x.,32r2)
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE DUP(U,Arn)
c
C Subroutine duplicates array À to array B"
C N: Size of arrays (N x H).
c

T NTEGER* 2 A( 128 ,129) ,8 ( 1 2 B ,1zB)
ÐO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1rN

1 B(l rJ)=a(t r.l)
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE GAUSS (U,StcMA)
c
C Subroutine adds Gaussian noise to the image in IA"
c
C Argument:
C N: The size of image (HxH).
C SIGMÀ: Variance.
c

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128)
TNTEGER?K2 TA
REÀL SIGMA
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PI=3 "141593
SSIGMA=SQRT(8"0)
M=10000
DO 2 I=1rN
DO 2 J=1 rN
À1 =TRANDN ftit) / (M*1 

" 0 )
A2=TRANDN(}{l)/(M*1"0)
R=SSr6tUi\*$QRT ( -2*ALOG (e1 ) ) *COS (Zxpt*A2 )
IF (n . cE , 0.0) rHnH oo

rB(r rJ)=rNT(R+0.5)
ELSE DO

rB( r rJ)=-1 *rNT(-1 *R+0. 5)
END IF

2 CONTINUE
DO 10 I=1 rN
DO 10 J=1 ,N

1 0 rA(r ,J)=rA(r ,¡)+rB(r,J)
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE SALTPE (N r StTÀ, IL, IH )
c
C Subroutine adds salt-peper noise to the image
C stored in IÀ,
c
C Àrguments:
C N: Size of IÀ (H X x).
C 'SITÀ: 0.0SSITÀ<1 .0 "C IL: Minimum gray level in IA"
C IH: Maximum gray level in IÀ"
c

coMMoN iA(128,128)
INTEGER*2 IA
LD=IH-I L- 1

M=LD* 1 000
DO 1 I=1rN
DO 1 J=1 rN

Y=IRÀNDN @) / ( 1000.0 )
!z=rFrx( (y+l ) *srTA+0. 5 )rF (re(t,J).Ee.rL) rA(r,J)=rA(r,J)+rz
rF (re(r,,:) "ng"rH) rA(r,J)=rA(t rJ)-lz1 CONTINUE
RETURN

END
c
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SUBROUTINE POI SS (N,LÀNMAD)
c
C Subroutine degrades the image stored in IA with
C Poissian noise "
c
C Àrguments:
C N: The size of I.A (¡¡x¡¡).
C LANMAD: Proportionality factor.
c

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER*2 TA
INTEGER COUNT
REÀL SIGMÀ,LÀNMAD,EINV,SUM
M=1 0000
DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1 rN
EI NV=EXP ( -T,ANUAP*IA ( I, J ) )
COUNT=0
SUM=1 .0

10 À=TRANDN Q't) / (M*1"0)
SUM=SLM*A
IF (SUU.GE.EINV) THEN DO
COUNT=COUNT+1
GOTO 1 0
ENDI F
IÀ(I rJ)=COUNT+1

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

SUBRoUTINE FILMGR (W ralcHA,SIGMÀ, IL, rH)
c
C Subroutine adds film-grain noise to the image
C Stored in IÀ"
c
C Àrguments:
C N: The size of IA.
C ALGHÀ: À constant" In this Èhesis, ALGHA=1.0 is chosen.
C SIGMA: VATiANCC.

IL: Minimum gray leve1 in IÀ,
IH: Maximum gray level in TÀ.

coMMoN rA( 128 ,128)
INTEGER*2 IÀ
REAL ÀrB( 128,128)
REÀL SIGMA,ÀLGHÀ
PI=3.141593
SSIGMÀ=SORT ( SIGMA )
M=10000
DO 2 I=1 rN
DO 2 J=1rN

c
c
c
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A1=IRANDNGq)/(M*1.0)
AZ=TRANDN{ .}1,)/(M*1.0)
ArB ( r,J) =SSTGMÀ*SQRT( -2*ALOG(el ) ) *COS (2*pt*X2)
CONTINUE
DO 10 I=1¡N
DO 10 J=1,N
rA(r rJ)=rÀ

$**rF (ra(r,,:
IA( I ,J) =IL
END IF

10

rF (ra(r r;)
IA(I rJ)=IH
END IF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

r rJ)+rNT(ALGHA* ( (rÀ(r,J)*1 . 0)
1 . /3" )*arB(r,¡) )+0.5)
.LT.IL) THEN DO

.GT"IH) THEN ÐO

,J-1 ) +2*r-A(t-1 r¡r)+rÀ(t-1,,1+1 )-rA(r+1,J-1 )
r+1 ¡J)-re(r+1 ,J+1)
,J-1 ) +2*rA(r,J-1 )+rA(r+1 rJ-1 )

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

suBRourrNE soBEL (N, tl,, rH rT )

Subroutine appties the Sobe1 edge detector to the
image stored in IÀ.

Arguments:
N: Size of rÀ (H x ¡¡) .

IL: Minimum gray level in IÀ.
IH: Maximum gray 1eve1 in IÀ"
T: Nonnegative threshold"

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER T
INTEGER*z TA
M=N- 1

DO 1 f=2¡l'4
DO 1 J=2 tMrB(r,J)=rÀ(r-

G -2*IÀ
rc(r,J)=lA(r-

-rÀ(r-1 r¡+1 ) -2r,rÀ(r,¡+1 )-rA(r+1 r¡+1 )

CONTINUE
DO 2 I=2 t14
DO 2 J=2 tltI
rÀ ( r,J) = ( r¡ss ( rs ( r,J )'t 1 ) +rABS ( rc ( r,J) * 1 ) ) / 4
CONTINUE
DO 9 I=2rM
DO 9 J=2'rl4
rF (ra(r,,:) .cE, T) rA(r rJ)=rHrF (ra(r,;) .LT. T) rÀ(r,J)=rL
CONTINUE
IA(1r1)=IA(2,2)
IA( 1 ,N) =IA( 2,M)
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c

rÀ(Nr1)=IA(Mr2)
IA(NrN)=IÀ(MrM)
DO 3 I=2rM
IA( 1 ,I )=IA(2,I )
IA(NrI )=Ie(urr )
IA(r r1 )=rÀ(r r2)
rA(i rN)=rA(r,u)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MEDIÀN(N)

Subroutine applies the 3X3 sguare Median filter to
the image stored in IÀ.

N: The size of IÀ"

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128),rB( 1 28,129 ) ,lc (129,128)
TNTEGER*2 IÀ,IB,IC
TNTEGER C ( 9 ) TK TL,MTBOTTOMTEXCH TCURRNT TTEMP
K=2
¡4=¡g-!(+ 1

DO 1 I=KrM
DO 1 J=K rM
c(1)=rÀ(r,J)
c(2) =rA ( t ,J+1 )
c(3)=rÀ(r-1,¡+1 )
c(4)=rÀ(r-1,J)
c(5)=rA(r-1,J-1 )
c(5)=rÀ(r,J-1 )

c(7')=rÀ(r+1 ,J-1)
c(8)=rÀ(t+1 ,J)
C(9)=tA(I+1 ¡¡+1 )
* * * * * * * * * * * tr * ?t* ¡t ** * * *
* Start sorting *
*************:t*******
BOTTOM=9
wHrLE (norro¡r .GT. 1 ) Do

EXCH=0
CURRNT= 1

T.THILE (CUNN¡¡I .LT" BOTTOM) DO
rF (c(cunnut) .cr. c(cuRRNT+1 ) ) THEN Do

TEMP=C ( cunn¡lt )
c ( cURRNT ) =c ( cURRNT+ 1 )
C (CURRNT+1 ) =TEMP
EXCH=CURRNT

END ÏF
CURRNT=CURRNT+1

END WHILE
BOTTOM=EXCH

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
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END T{HILE
C ***********?t*******
C * End sort ing *
C ********?t**********

rB(r,;)=c(5)
1 CONTINUE

DO 2 I=KIM
DO 2 J=K rM
rA(r rJ)=1n(r r,:)2 CONTINUE
DO 3 I=KrM
rÀ(r,1)=rA(rr2)
IA(I rN)=IA(r rM)

3 CONTINUE
DO 4 J=1 ,N
IÀ( 1 ,J) =IA (Z rl)
rÀ(N¡J)=lA(MrJ)

4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE MÀTCH ( n ,Ua ,MB ,MC , I L , rH )
c
C Subroutine matches the images in MÀ and MB,
C then stores the final image in MC.
c
C Àrguments:
C N: The size of array À, B and C.
C ArBrC: Integer arrays"
C IL: Minimum gray level in À and B.
C IH: Maximum gray level in A and B.
c

TNTEGER*2 MA (129 ,1 2g ) ,MB (129 ,1 2g ) ,MC (129 ,129)
DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1 rN
rF (¡¿e(r,J).E0.rH "ÀND" MB(r,.:).eg.iH) THEN Ðo
MC(r rJ)=rH
ELSE DO
Mc(I rJ)=rL
END IF

1 CONTTNUE
RETURN
END

c
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suBRourINE CLEÀR(n ra, Ir. )

c
C Subroutine clears the array A with IL.
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of À.
C A: The array to be cleared.
C IL: Minimum gray level asked in main program.
c

coMMoN iA(128,128)
INTEGER*2 TA,À( 1 28 ,128)
DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1¡N

1 À(t,J)=rL
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE FGF (N rn rC 
'GAMMA, 

rL, rH)
c
C Subroutine computes the FGF's of original noisy edge
C detected image and final result of the Hough transform
C filtering procedure.
c
C Àrguments:

C GAMMÀ
C IL
CIH
c

coMMoN rA(128,128)
TNTEGER* 2 rA,B ( 1 28 ,128) ,C(128 ,128)
REÀL GÀMMA
TNTEGER NB,NN1 ,NN2,MM1 ,MM2

C NB: Number of boundary pixels on the noise-free target.
C NN1: Number of background pixels added to the original

The size of IÀ,
Penalty constant "The lower gray level in the images.
The higher gray leve1 in the images.

noisy edge detected image.
Number of target pixels removed from the original
noisy edge detected image.
Number of background pixels added to the final result
of Hough transforrn filtering procedure"
Number of t.arget pixels removed f rom the f inal result.
of Hough transform filtering procedure"

c
C NN2
c
C MM1
c
C NN2
c
c

NB=NN1 =NN2=MM1 =MM2=0
CALL READTM(nrtl,IH)
CALL DUP(N,rA,B)

c
C Read in original noisy edge detected image
C and store the image in array B.
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c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

cÀLL READTM(n,tlotH)
CALL oup(Nrrarc)

Read in final result. of
procedure and store the

CALL REÀDrM(n,tl,tH)

Read in noise free target.

DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1 ,NrF (r¡(i ,J).EQ.rH) NB=NB+1

r,J).EO.rr),AND. (B
r,J) "EQ.rH).AND" (B
r,J).EQ.rr).ÀND. (C
r,J) "E0.rH).ÀND. (c

rF ( (ra
rF ( (re

rF ( (re

= ' ,F7 "4)

Hough transform filtering
image in array C"

rF ( (re
I 'JI,J
I rJ
IrJ

.EQ"rH

.EQ.rL

.EQ"IH
"E8"rL

NN1 =NN1 +1
NN2=NN2+1
MM1 =MM1 + 1

MM2=MM2+1

10

20

CONTINUE
R=NB¡k 1 . 0 / ( (¡l}{l +NN2*GAMMA) *1 . 0 )
Q=NB* 1 " 0 / ( (¡O¿l +MM2:rcÀMMA ) * 1 . 0 )
FORMÀT('1')
PRINT 1 O

PRINT 20,Q/R
FORMAT (, /' , ' FGF
PRINT 1 O
RETURN
END

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
L
c

SUBRoUTINE RELINE(N, IRHO, ITHETÀ, IH,RB )

Subroutine reconstructs the line with given
IRHO,ITHETÀ in array RB.

Àrguments:
N: The size of IÀ

IRHO:
ITHETA:

IH: Maximum gray leve1 in IÀ"
RB: An integer array to store result.

coMMoN rÀ(128,128)
INTEGER* 2 IA,RB ( 1 28,128)
INTEGER X,Y
REÀL THETA
PI=3"141593
THETA= @t / 1 80. 0 ) *lrHnre
Do 1 X=1rN
DO 1 Y=1 ,N
RHO=X*COS ( THETA ) +Y*SI N ( THETÃ )
rF (nuO.cT.0"0) rR=rFrx(RuO+0"S)
IF (NHO.tE.O"O) IR=IFIX(RHO)
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c

rF (rn"eO.rRHo) ns(x,Y)=rH
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE HLIHES (N,NUMTHE,THOLD, IH,HB )
c
C Subroutine searches straight lines in
C the image stored in IA.
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of IA.
C NUMTHE: The steps between 0 and PI.
C THOLD: Threshold value.
C IH: Maximum gray leve1
C HB: The array to store the final result.
c

coMMoN rA(128,128)
TNTEGER*2 rA,HB( 1 28,128),COUNT (geZ, 181 )
INTEGER THOLD
PI=3.141593
M=NLMTHE-1
DETÀ=Pr /¡lU¡rtr-ts
DO 100 I=1 t362
DO 100 J=1 r181100 COUNT(t,J)=0
ÐO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1 rN
rF (re(r,J).Ee"rH) THEN Do
DO 2 K=1 rM
RHO=I'rCOS ( K*Oeta ) +J*StN ( K*DETA )
rF (nHO,cT"0"0) rX=tFrx(RHO+O.5)
IF (NHO"LE.O"O) IX=IFIX(RHO)
couNT ( rx+1 I 1,K) =couNT ( rx+1 I 1 rt<) +1

2 CONTINUE
END IF

1 CONTINUE
DO 10 I=1r361
DO 10 J=1 r181rF (cou¡tr(r,J).cn.THoLD) rHeH oo
IRHO=I-181
CALL RELTNE (U, rnHO rJ, rH rHB )

c PRrNT 1 1 ,r-1 81 ,J,COUNT( r ,;)
c11 FoRMAT(', /"'RHO="r4r' THETÀ="r3¡' THE NUMBgp="r3)

END IF
1O CONTINUE

RETURN
END

L
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suBRourrNE REcrRc(NrN0,Y0 eR0 rrL rrHrRC)
c
C Subroutine reconstructs circle with given
C x0rY0rR0 in array RC.
c
C Arguments:

The size of IA"
Horizontal coordinate of t,he cenLre.
Vertical coordinate of the centre.
Radius of the circle.

cx0
cY0
cR0
C IL: Minimum gray level in IA.
C IH: Maximum grat level in IA"
C RC: An integer array to store result,
c

coMMoN rÀ( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER*2 TA,RC( 1 28,128)
TNTEGER X0,Y0,R0
DO 1 I=1 ,N
DO 1 J=1rN
Rp=SQRT( ( (l-xo)* (r-x0)+(,:-vo)*(¡-vo) )*1 .0)
R=RP-R0
rF ( (n.r,e.1,0).aNn. (n,se.0"0) ) nc(l,J)=rH

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

suBRourrNB HcrRcL (N TMTNR TMAXR TTHOLD, rL, rH rHC )
c
C Subroutine searches circles in the image stored in IA,
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of IA.
C MINRTMAXR: The searching range starts from MINR and
C stop in MAXR.
C THOLD: Threshold value.
C IL: Minimum gray Level in IA.
C IH: Maximum gray level in IÀ.
C HC: The array to store result.
c

coMMoN iÀ( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER*2 TA,HC ( 1 28,128)
TNTEGER COUNT ( 30 ,1 28 ,128)
TNTEGER MÀXR rMrNR rX rY rR 

'THOLD 
rxo rY0 rRR

M=MÀXR_MINR+1
RR=MINR-1
ÐO 11 K=1 rM
DO 11 I=1rN
UU ltrJ=lrN

11 couNT(K,r,J)=0
DO 01 X=1rN
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DO 01 y=l ,NrF (ie(x,Y).EO.rH) THEN Do
DO 10 K=1 rM
R=K+RR
Do 10 y0=1rN
C= (R*R- (y-yO ) " (y-yO ) ) *l . O

rF (c"1r.0.0) coto 10
X0=rFrx (x+SgRT ( g) +1 " 0 )
IF (XO.IN.H) THEN DO
couNT ( tt rx0 ,Y0 ) =couNT ( K rx0 , Y0 ) + 1

END IF
x0=rFrx(x-seRT(c) )
IF (XO.GT.O) THEN DO
couNT (t<,x0,Y0 ) =couNT ( K rx0 rY0 ) +1
END IF

1 O CONTINUE
END IF

O1 CONTINUE
DO 12 K=1rM
R=K+RR
Do 12 x0=1rN
DO 12 Y0=1rN
rF (couNr(r<,x0,y0) .cE.THoLD) rHeH oo
CALL RECTRC(NrX0 rY0 rR,rL,rH,HC)
END IF

12 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE PREHL (U,NUtøtHE TTHOLD, rH )
c
C Subroutine obtains information about the image
C before employing subroutine HLINES.
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of IÀ.
C NUMTHE: The steps betv¡een 0 and PI .
C THOLD: Threshold value"
C IH: Maximum gray level,
c

coMMoN rA( 1 28 ,128)
INTEGER?I 2 TA,COUNT (362, 181 )

INTEGER THOLD
PI=3.141593
M=NUMTHE-1
ÐETÀ=PI /HUMrHn
DO 100 I=1 ,362
DO 100 J=1 r181

100 COUNT(r,J)=0
DO 1 I=1 rN
DO 1 J=1 rN
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rF (re(r,.:)"ge"rH) THEN Do
Do 2 K=1 ,M
RHO=I *COS ( n*Ofte ) +,¡*St N ( K*DETÀ )
rF (nHO.cT.0.0) rX=rFrx(RHO+0,5)
IF (NHO"tE"O.O) IX=IFIX(RHO)
couNT ( lx+1 I 1,K ) =couNT( rx+1 I 1,K) +1

2 CONTTNUE
END IF

1 CONTTNUE
DO 10 I=1 ,361
DO 10 J=1r181
rF (cou¡lt(r,J)"ee"THoLD) tHeH oo
PRrNT 1 1 rr-181,J,COUNT(r r;)

11 FORMAT(', /"'RHO="Í4r' THETÀ="r3r' THE NUMBgp="r3)
END IF

1 O CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c

suBRouTrNE PREHC (H rtttHn,MÀXR,THOLD, rL, rH )
c
C Subroutine obtains information about the image
C before employing subroutine HCIRCL,
c
C Arguments:
C N: The size of IA"
C MINRTMAXR: The searching range starts from MINR and
C stop in MÀXR.
C THOLD: Threshold value.
C IL: Minimum gray level in IÀ.
C IH: Maximum gray leve1 in IÀ"
c

coMMoN rÀ(128,128)
INTEGER*2 TA
TNTEGER COUNT ( 30 , 1 28 ,128')
TNTEGER MAXRTMTNR TX TY TR TTHOLD TXo Tyo TRR
M=MAXR-MINR+1
RR=MINR- 1

DO 11 K=1rM
DO 11 I=1 rN
DO 11 J=1,N

1 1 couNT(K,r rJ)=0
DO 01 X=1rN
DO 01 Y=1rN
rF (i¡(x,Y).Ee"rH) THEN Do
DO 10 K=1 rM
R=K+RR
DO 10 y0=1 rN
C= (R*R- (y-yO ) * (y-yO ) )*1 . 0
rF (c.r.r"0,0) Goro 10
Xo=rFrx(x+SeRT(C) +1, 0 )
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IF (xO.rn.N) THEN DO
couNT (t<,x0,Y0 ) =couNt (n,x0,Y0 ) +1

END ÏF
xo=rrrx(x-sQnr(c) )

rE (xo"cr.o) THEN Do
couNT ( t<,x0 rY0 ) =couut (n,x0,Y0 ) +1
END IF

1 O CONTINUE
END ÏF

O1 CONTINUE
DO 12 K=1rM
R=K+RR
DO 12 x0=1rN
DO 12 Y0=1 ,NrF (couur(n,x0,Y0) .GE.THoLD) rseN oo
pRrNT i g rX0 rY0 rRrRrX0 rY0 rCOUNT(KrX0 rY0 )
END iF

12 CONTTNUE
19 FORMAT('/' r' X0='rI3r' Y0='rI3,

$ t p=trI32r couNT(t rr3 rt ,' ,r3rt rtrl3rt )=t ,r4)
RETURN
END


